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New ioSafe Server 5 O�ers Enhanced
Data Protection
ioSafe Server 5 can physically protect data against natural disasters in real-time,
irrespective of internet connection status. Both �re- and waterproof, Server 5
protects data from �re up to 1550°F for 30 minutes per ASTM E-119 and from �oods
...
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ioSafe Enhances Product Family with the Release of Server 5: The Only Onsite
Solution to Deliver Instant RPO=Zero Physical Protection for Critical Data 
Realtime Disaster Protection: Instant Disaster Recovery

Data storage and business continuity provider ioSafe has released the latest version
of its ioSafe Server, the �rst �re- and waterproof server designed to eliminate data
loss and minimize downtime by protecting data in real-time and delivering instant
disaster recovery with true zero recovery point and the best recovery time objectives
for terabytes of data.

ioSafe Server 5 can physically protect data against natural disasters in real-time,
irrespective of internet connection status. Both �re- and waterproof, Server 5
protects data from �re up to 1550°F for 30 minutes per ASTM E-119 and from �oods
up to a 10- foot depth for 3 days.

Designed to run either Windows Server 2012 or Linux and equipped with an Intel
Xeon processor, 16 – 128GB of DDR4 RAM, dual 10 Gigabit Ethernet adapters for
increased bandwidth and automatic failover and capacities between 5 – 40TB, Server
5 is able to handle demanding of�ce workloads while providing instantaneous
protection for data.

VMware, Citrix and Microsoft Hyper-V Ready, Server 5 can be easily deployed,
irrespective of infrastructure. Server 5 is cloud-ready and replicate data either to the
ioSafe Cloud or a third-party service or be backed up to a secondary location or
device, including the ioSafe 515 BDR appliance.

“Server 5 was designed to help organizations faced with increasing demands and
limited re- sources to better protect their data and can be used to build a complete
disaster recovery and business continuity solution that ensures data is one-hundred
percent protected and can be restored anywhere, anytime with or without an
internet connection,” said Robb Moore, ioSafe CEO. “It’s truly zero RPO for the SME
of�ce without expensive twin synchronous data centers. For organizations running
on-premises accounting systems or Windows or Linux servers, this is a capability
that previously only available to the biggest of companies.”
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